General rules

Each competitor can use only one canopy and one paramotor for all tasks. A replacement in case of a failure is possible with the organiser’s approval, for a similarly performing gear only (canopy - same size, paramotor - same or smaller displacement/power).

Task description. All tasks will be video registered.

Task 1: Bowling landing

Pins of 50 cm height will be placed in 1m intervals, the task is to knock over all 10 pins without prior touching the earth. The pilot must also turn off the ignition above the landing zone, at least 30 seconds before touchdown.

Scoring
10 knocked pins - 1 point
9 - 2
8 - 3 etc.
all pins standing – 11 points

Task 2: Clover leaf slalom

The course as per catalogue, only one attempt at opening and closing the circuit allowed.

Scoring
Shortest time measured -1 point
Following times: 2 – 2 points, 3-3 etc.

Penalties
A stick missed: + 5s to the time achieved
Mistaken course: max points achieved by a pilot who flew the course correctly plus one point

Task 3: The eight slalom

The course as per catalogue, only one attempt at opening and closing the circuit allowed.

Scoring
Shortest time measured -1 point
Following times: 2 – 2 points, 3-3 etc.

Penalties
A stick missed: + 5s to the time achieved
Mistaken course: max points achieved by a pilot who flew the course correctly plus one point

Task 4: Round the triangle

The course as per catalogue, only one attempt at opening and closing the circuit allowed.

Scoring
Shortest time measured -1 point
Following times: 2 – 2 points, 3-3 etc.

Penalties
A stick missed: + 5s to the time achieved.
Mistaken course: max points achieved by a pilot who flew the course correctly plus one point

Task 5: slow / fast
After opening the course a pilot first makes a slow pass, then a fast one. Only one attempt at opening and closing the circuit allowed.

Scoring
Slow: longest time achieved – 1 point etc.
Penalties: a stick missed → 5s subtracted from the time achieved
The course not opened or not closed  -  max + 1

Fast: shortest time achieved – 1 point etc.
Penalties: a stick missed → 5s added to the time achieved
The course not opened or not closed  -  max + 1

Fast/slow difference
Biggest difference – 1 point etc.

Task 6: slalom with rings
The course as per catalogue, only one attempt at opening and closing the circuit allowed.

Scoring
Shortest time measured -1 point
Following times: 2 – 2 points, 3-3 etc

Penalties
A ring not collected: 5s added to the time achieved
A ring dropped outside the drop zone: 2s added to the time achieved
(penalties do not add up)

Task 7: slalom with balls
The course as per catalogue, only one attempt at opening and closing the circuit allowed.

Scoring
Shortest time measured -1 point
Following times: 2 – 2 points, 3-3 etc.

Penalties
A ball not collected: 5s added to the time achieved
A ball dropped outside the drop zone: 2s added to the time achieved
(penalties do not add up)

Task 8: Paramotor soccer
The course as per catalogue, only one attempt at opening and closing the circuit allowed.
Order of the balls to kick as per catalogue: 1,2,3,4.
Only one ball in one pass !!!
The balls must leave the 5x5 m area.
If a ball kicked will cause another ball to leave the area, the second ball must be touched in a following pass (not very probable, but possible)

Scoring
Shortest time measured -1 point
Following times: 2 – 2 points, 3-3 etc.

Penalties
A ball remaining in the 5x5m area: +1s added to the time achieved.
Task 9: swoop pond
The pilot must complete the 50m long course in a 20m wide corridor while dragging his foot (feet) on the water.
The course is not timed !!!

Scoring
Correct pass – 1 point

Penalties
Each break of contact with water: +5 points (penalties do add up)
Leaving the 20m corridor: max + 2 points
Waterlanding: max + 2 points